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Abstract. — For a maximal ideal m of some anemic Hecke algebra TS
ξ

of a similitude group of signature p1, d ´ 1q, one can associate a Galois
Fl-representation ρm as well as a Galois TS

ξ,m-representation ρm. For

l ě d, on can also define a monodromy operator Nm as well as N
rm for

every prime ideal rm Ă m, giving rise to partitions d̄m and d
rm of d. As

with Mazur’s principle for GL2, analysing the difference between these
partitions, we infer informations about the liftings of ρm in characteristic
zero known as level lowering problem.
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1. Introduction

Let F “ EF` be a finite CM extension of Q with E{Q an imaginary
quadratic field and F` totally real. Consider then a similitude groupG{Q
as in §2 and a place v of F above a prime number p “ uuc split in E and
such that G is split at p with GpQpq » Qˆ

p ˆ GLdpFvq ˆ
ś

v‰w|upBop
w qˆ,

cf. §2. For any finite set S Q v of places of F , let TS be the anemic
Hecke algebra and, for ξ an algebraic representation of GpQq, we denote
by TS

ξ the quotient of TS of ξ-cohomological Satake’s parameters. For

any maximal ideal m of TS
ξ , and for a prime ideal rm Ă m, we denote by

ρ
rm : GalF,S ÝÑ GLdpQlq

the Galois Ql-representation associated to rm, cf. [21], where GalF,S is
the Galois group of the maximal extension of F which is unramified
outside S. By Cebotarev’s density theorem and the fact that a semi-
simple representation is determined, up to isomorphism, by characteristic
polynomials, then the semi-simple class ρm of the reduction modulo l of
ρ

rm depends only of the maximal ideal m of TS
ξ containing rm.

Main assumptions: we now suppose

– rF pexpp2iπ
l

q : F s ą d: there exists then v as above such that the
order qv of the residue field at v is of order ą d modulo l;

– ρm is absolutely irreducible,
– and as a representation of the Weil group at v, up to the action of the
monodromy operator, the semi-simplification of ρm,v is a multiplicity
free direct sum of characters.

Remark. Note first that for every rm Ă m, as ρm is supposed to be ab-
solutely irreducible, then ρ

rm has, up to homothety, only one stable Zl-
lattice.

We are interested in the set trm Ă mu and the various partitions d
rm,v

of d associated to the unipotent operators N
rm,v

d
rm,v “

´

n1prmq ě n2prmq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě nrprmq

¯

with d “ n1prmq ` ¨ ¨ ¨nrprmq where the niprmq are the sizes of Jordan’s
blocks of the nilpotent operator N

rm. More precisely, the restriction ρ
rm,v

of ρ
rm to the decomposition group at v can be written as a direct sum

ρ
rm,v » Spn1prmqpρv,1q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Spnrprmqpρv,rq,
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where pn1prmq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě nrprmqq is a partition of d and where we suppose
the ρv,i to be characters and

Spniprmqpρv,iq “ ρv,ip
1 ´ niprmq

2
q ‘ ρv,ip

3 ´ niprmq

2
q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ ρv,ip

niprmq ´ 1

2
q,

where N
rm,v induces isomorphisms ρv,ip

1´niprmq`2δ
2

q ÝÑ ρv,ip
1´niprmq`2pδ`1q

2
q

for 0 ď δ ă niprmq ´ 1 and is trivial on ρv,ip
niprmq´1

2
q.

1.1. Notation. — We denote by T
rm,v the Young diagram of

d
rm,v :“ pn1prmq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě n1prmqq

labelled by the ρv,ip
1´niprmq`2k

2
q so that

!

ρv,ip
1 ´ niprmq ` 2k

2
q : k “ 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , niprmq ´ 1

)

are the labels of i-th line.

As the order of unipotency of the monodromy operator is trivially less
than d, for l ě d we can define its logarithm in Fl and so define the
modulo l nilpotent monodromy operator Nm,v associated to ρm at the
place v: recall that as ρm is supposed to be irreducible, each of the ρ

rm

has, up to homothety, a unique stable Zl-lattice so that Nm,v is well
defined and does not depend on the choice of rm Ă m. We then denote
by d̄m,v the partition of d given by the sizes of Jordan’s blocks of Nm,v,

and Tm,v its labelled Young diagram.

1.2. Notation. — For any rm Ă m, we obtain Tm,v from T
rm,v by breaking

into δprm, iq pieces its i-th line. We then denote by δprmq the maximum of
the δprm, iq and speak about degeneration of monodromy when there exists
rm Ă m with δprmq ą 0.

By classical arguments due to Carayol, we can also define a represen-
tation

ρm : GalF,S ÝÑ GLdpTS
ξ,mq,

interpolating the ρ
rm for all rm Ă m. By Cebotarev such a ρm is, up to

isomorphism, uniquely determined and by construction

ρm bZl
Ql »

à

rmĂm

ρ
rm

is semi-simple.

Main results: Under the previous assumptions,
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– Mazur’s principle: there exists rm Ă m such that d
rm,v “ d̄m,v.

– The lenght of ρm bZl
Fl which is equal to 7trm Ă mu, is greater than

1 ` max
rmĂm δprmq.

As usual this statement should be translated in its automorphic version.

– In the case d “ 2 when there exists a lifting rm with π
rm,v » St2pχvq,

our multiplicity free hypothesis means that qv ı 1 mod l. When
the modulo l monodromy operator Nm,v is trivial, which means that
the modulo l reduction of π

rm,v is unramified, then our statement says
that there exists a lifting rm1 of the same level as π

rm outside v and
with π

rm1,v unramified. This is exactly the statement of the classical
Mazur’s principle.

– For d ě 2 with rm such that π
rm,v » Stdpχvq, the multiplicity free

hypothesis is equivalent to asking the order of qv P Fˆ
l to be greater

than d. For d̄m,v “ pt1 ě t2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě trq the result then insures the

existence of rm1 Ă m with π
rm1 of the same level as π

rm outside v and
such that

π
rm1,v » Stt1pχv,1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Sttrpχv,rq.

For any partition d of d, we denote by d˚ its dual partition where the
lines of d˚ are the columns of d. Then π

rm1,v has non trivial vectors
invariant under Id

rm,v
˚pOvq the parahoric subgroup associated to the

dual partition of d
rm,v, cf. (5.6). In the case where

d̄m,v “ p1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě 1q,

π
rm1,v is thus unramified. Moreover trm Ă mu is then of order at least
d.

– Using the usual automorphic cyclic base change, one can formulate
a statement for automorphic representations π ofGLd with π

_ » πc.

The strategy rests on the study of the cohomology of KHT Shimura
vatieties. More precisely, for any open compact subgroup I of GpA8q, let
denote by ShI,v Ñ SpecOv the Kottwitz-Harris-Taylor Shimura variety
with level I, cf. definition 2.4, where Ov is the ring of integers of the
local field Fv of F at v. If one believe that Tate conjecture is true, then
in the sense of definition 5.1, m should be KHT-typic which implies that
ρm appear in the cohomology of ShI,v localized at m, cf. proposition 5.3.
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1.3. Definition. — (cf. the introduction of [15])
We say that m is KHT-free if the cohomology groups of the Kottwitz-
Harris-Taylor Shimura variety of notation 2.4, localized at m, are free.

From [9], any of the following properties ensure KHT-freeness of m.

(1) There exists a place w1 R S of F above a prime p1 splits in E, such
that the multi-set Smpw1q of roots of the characteristic polynomial
Pm,w1pXq of ρmpFrobw1q, does not contain any sub-multi-set of the
shape tα, qw1αu where qw1 is the order of the residue field of F at
w1. This hypothesis is called generic in [16].

(2) When rF pexpp2iπ{lqq : F s ą d, if we suppose the following prop-
erty to be true, cf. [9] 4.17. If θ : GF ÝÑ GLdpQlq is an ir-
reducible continuous representation such that for all place w R S
above a prime x P Z split in E, then Pm,wpθpFrobwqq “ 0 (resp.
Pm_,wpθpFrobwqq “ 0) implies that θ is equivalent to ρm (resp. ρm_),
where m_ is the maximal ideal of TS

ξ associated to the dual mut-
liset of Satake parameters, cf. [9] notation 4.4. In [17], the authors
proved that the previous property is verified in each of the following
cases:

‚ either ρm is induced from a character of GK where K{F is a
cyclic galoisian extension;

‚ or l ě d and SLdpkq Ă ρmpGF q Ă Fˆ

l GLdpkq for some subfield
k Ă Fl.

(3) In [14], we proved m to be KHT-free as soon as ρm is irreducible
and rF pexpp2iπ{lqq : F s ą d.

By Cebotarev’s theorem, the hypothesis rF pexpp2iπ{lqq : F s ą d al-
lows to pick places v of F such that the order of qv modulo l is greater
than d. In theorem 5.5 we then add the assumptions that m is both
KHT-free and KHT-typic. If one believe in Tate’s conjecture then m
should always be KHT-typic, cf. proposition 5.3.

The two main ingredients of the proof are:

– first we show, cf. proposition 3.1, that the filtration given by the
monodromy operator at v, of the middle cohomology group of the
geometric generic fiber of ShI,v, is strict, i.e. also gives a filtration
of the modulo l cohomology group.
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– We construct a Zl-structure of the monodromy operator on the
nearby cycle perverse sheaf which coincides with the usual mon-
odromy operator over Ql and such that Fl its order of nilpotency is
d.

From this two points, we infer both

– a nilpotent monodromy operator N
coho

m,v acting on the Fl-cohomology
group in middle degree of ShI,v;

– a Zl-monodromy operator Nm,v on ρm,

such that the following main observation occurs (cf. corollary 4.2):
Suppose that m is KHT-free and KHT-typic in the sense of definition
5.1, then the (multi)-set of Jordan’s blocks of Nm,v bZl

Fl is the union
over trm Ă mu, of the (multi)-set of Jordan’s block of N

rm,v.

The existence of various liftings of ρm with different levels at v produce
constraints on the partition d̄m,v given by the Jordan blocks of the modulo

l monodromy operator, which have to be smaller than all the d
rm,v. We

can then see our result as a reciprocal statement.
Remark. Concerning the link with the results of [13], we refer the reader
to §6 where we consider the case ρm reducible.

To see that situations as in the main results really exist, we can follow
the strategy of Ribet in [23], where he considers an absolutely irreducible
representation

ρ : GalpQ{Qq ÝÑ GL2pFlq,

which is modular of level N , meaning that it arises from a cusp form of
weight 2 and trivial character on Γ0pNq. Then for a prime p ∤ lN such
that

Tr ρpFrobpq ” ˘pp ` 1q mod l,

with p`1 ı 0 mod l, he proves that ρ also arises from a modular form of
level pN which is p-new, i.e. the automorphic representation associated
to this modular form has a local component at p which is isomorphic to
the Steinberg representation of GL2pQpq.
In [26] Sorensen generalizes this level raising congruences in higher

dimension for a connected reductive group G over a totally real field F`

such that G8 is compact. One might also look at [1] theorem 1.1 and
theorem 4.1, for the case of automorphic representations of unitary type
of GL2n. More generally it seems that level raising is more or less settle,
cf. theorem 5.1.5, or theorem 4.4.1 of [2].
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We also need to be convinced that such degeneration of the monodromy
when passing modulo l, could also appears when m is supposed to be
KHT-free. For example, as pointed out to me, the two following newforms
which can be found at https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/94/21/11143.full.pdf

– fpqq “ q ´ 2q2 ´ q3 ` 2q4 ` q5 ` 2q6 ´ 2q7 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ P S2pΓ0p11qq,
– gpqq “ q ` q2 ` 2q3 ´ q4 ´ 2q5 ` 2q6 ´ q7 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ P S2pΓ0p77qq,

give Galois representations ρf and ρg which are congruent modulo 3. In
Serre’s 1972 Inventiones paper it is shown that the image of this modulo
3 representation is GL2pF3q so that ρf is irreducible. Note then that
the 3-adic representation ρg has non trivial monodromy at 7 and ρf is
unramified at 7 with 7 ı ´1 mod 3. Consider then a real quadratic
field F` in which 7 splits and which is linearly disjoint over Q with the
fixed field of Kerpρgq. Let D{F` a quaternion algebra which is non split
t one real place and one place above 11. The base change of g to F`

gives a cohomological automorphic representation of GL2pAF`q whose 3-
adic Galois representation appears in the cohomology of a Shimura curve
attached to D: the 3-adic monodromy at a place dividing 7 is then non
trivial while the modulo 3 monodromy is. Base changing to F “ F`E for
some suitable quadractic imaginary field E, we then obtain an example
of a maximal ideal m which is KHT-free and with degeneration of the
monodromy at v.

2. KHT-Shimura varieties and its nearby cycles

Let F “ F`E be a CM field with E{Q quadratic imaginary and F`

totally real. Let B{F be a central division algebra with dimension d2 with
an involution of second kind ˚. For β P B˚“´1, consider the similitude
group G{Q defined for any Q-algebra R by

GpRq :“ tpλ, gq P Rˆ
ˆ pBop

bQ Rq
ˆ such that gg7β “ λu,

with Bop “ B bF,c F where c “ ˚|F is the complex conjugation and 7β is
the involution x ÞÑ x7β :“ βx˚β´1. Following [21], we assume from now
on that GpRq has signatures p1, d ´ 1q, p0, dq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p0, dq.

2.1. Definition. — Let Spl be the set of places v of F such that pv :“
v|Q ‰ l is split in E and Bˆ

v » GLdpFvq.
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We now suppose that p “ uuc splits in E so that

GpQpq » Qˆ
p ˆ

ź

w|u

pBop
w q

ˆ

where w describes the places of F above u and we fix a place v P Spl
dividing p.

2.2. Definition. — For a finite set S of places of Q containing the
places where G is ramified, denote by TS

abs :“
ś

xRS Tx,abs the abstract un-

ramified Hecke algebra where Tx,abs » ZlrX
unpTxqsWx for Tx a split torus,

Wx the spherical Weyl group and XunpTxq is the set of Zl-unramified
characters of Tx.

Example. For x “ uuc split in E we have

Tx,abs “
ź

w |u

Zl

“

Tw,i : i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d
‰

,

where Tw,i is the characteristic function of

GLdpOwq diagp

i
hkkkkkkikkkkkkj

ϖw, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϖw,

d´i
hkkkikkkj

1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1qGLdpOwq Ă GLdpFwq.

We then denote by I the set of open compact subgroups

Up
pm1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mrq “ Up

ˆ Zˆ
p ˆ

r
ź

i“1

KerpOˆ
Bvi

ÝÑ pOBvi
{Pmi

vi
q

ˆ
q

where Up is any small enough open compact subgroup of GpAp,8q and
OBvi

is the maximal order of Bvi with maximal ideal Pvi and where
v “ v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vr are the places of F above u with p “ uuc.

2.3. Notation. — For I “ Uppm1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mrq P I, we will denote by
Ivpnq :“ Uppn,m2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mrq. We also denote by SplpIq the subset of Spl
of places which does not divide the level I.

2.4. Notation. — As defined in [21], attached to each I P I is a
Shimura variety called of KHT-type and denoted by

ShI,v ÝÑ SpecOv

where Ov denote the ring of integers of the completion Fv of F at v.
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Let σ0 : E ãÑ Ql be a fixed embedding and write Φ for the set of
embeddings σ : F ãÑ Ql whose restriction to E equals σ0. There exists
then, cf. [21] p.97, an explicit bijection between irreducible algebraic
representations ξ of G over Ql and pd`1q-uple

`

a0, pÝÑaσqσPΦ

˘

where a0 P Z
and for all σ P Φ, we have ÝÑaσ “ paσ,1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď aσ,dq. We then denote by

Vξ,Zl

the associated Zl-local system on ShI,v.

2.5. Notation. — Let TS
ξ be the image of TS

abs inside

2d´2
à

i“0

lim
ÝÑ

I

H i
freepShI,η̄v , Vξ,Zl

q

where the limit concerned the ideals I which are maximal at each places
outside S, and ShI,η̄v is the geometric generic fiber of ShI,v.

Remark. H i
free is the free quotient of the cohomology group H i. From

the main result of [9], the torsion classes of any of the H ipShI,η̄v , Vξ,Zl
q

raise in characteristic zero, so one can erase the index free in the previous
notation.

To each maximal ideal rm of TS
ξ r1{ls, or equivalently a minimal prime

of TS
ξ , which we now supposed to be non-Eisenstein, is associated an

irreducible automorphic representation Π
rm which is ξ-cohomological, i.e.

there exists an integer i such that

H i
`

pLie GpRqq bR C, U,Π8 b ξ_
˘

‰ p0q,

where U is a maximal open compact subgroup modulo the center ofGpRq.

2.6. Notation. — Let denote by Scuspvprmq, the supercuspidal support
of its local component at v, denoted Π

rm,v. Notep1q that the modulo l
reduction of Scuspvprmq is independent of the choice of rm Ă m: we denote
it Scuspvpmq.

Recall that the geometric special fiber ShI,s̄v of ShI,v, is equipped with
the Newton stratification

Shěd
I,s̄v

Ă Shěd´1
I,s̄v

Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Shě1
I,s̄v

“ ShI,s̄v ,

p1qIt follows, through the Langlands correspondence, from Cebotarev’s theorem and
the fact that a semi-simple representation is determined, up to isomorphism, by its
characteristic polynomials.
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where for 1 ď h ď d, Shěh
I,s̄v

(resp. Sh“h
I,s̄v) is the closed (resp. the open)

Newton stratum of height h and of pure dimension d´ h, defined as the
sub-scheme where the connected component of the universal Barsotti-
Tate group is of rank greater or equal to h (resp. equal to h).
Moreover for 1 ď h ă d, the Newton stratum Sh“h

I,s̄v is geometrically
induced under the action of the parabolic subgroup Ph,d´hpFvq, defined
as the stabilizer of the first h vectors of the canonical basis of F d

v . Con-
cretely, cf. [3] §10.4, this means that there exists a closed sub-scheme
Sh“h

I,s̄v ,1h
stabilized by the Hecke action of Ph,d´hpFvq and such that

lim
ÐÝ

n

Sh“h
Ivpnq,s̄v »

`

lim
ÐÝ

n

Sh“h
Ivpnq,s̄v ,1h

˘

ˆPh,d´hpFvq GLdpFvq.

2.7. Notation. — For a representation πv of GLdpFvq with coefficients
either Ql or Fl, and n P 1

2
Z, we set πvtnu :“ πv b νn where νpgq :“

q
´ val detpgq
v . Recall that the normalized induction of two representations
πv,1 and πv,2 of respectively GLn1pFvq and GLn2pFvq is

π1 ˆ π2 :“ ind
GLn1`n2 pFvq

Pn1,n2 pFvq
πv,1t

n2

2
u b πv,2t´

n1

2
u,

and we define inductively

π1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ πs :“ pπ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ πs´1q ˆ πs » π1 ˆ pπ2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ πsq.

Recall that a representation πv of GLdpFvq is called cuspidal (resp.
supercuspidal) if it is not a subspace (resp. a subquotient) of a proper
parabolic induced representation. When the field of coefficients is of
characteristic zero then these two notions coincides, but this is no more
true over Fl. For example the modulo l reduction of an irreducible Ql-
representation is still cuspidal but not necessary supercuspidal, its su-
percuspidal support being a Zelevinsky segment.

2.8. Definition. — (see [27] §9 and [5] §1.4) Let g be a divisor of
d “ sg and πv an irreducible cuspidal Ql-representation of GLgpFvq.
The induced representation

πvt
1 ´ s

2
u ˆ πvt

3 ´ s

2
u ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ πvt

s ´ 1

2
u (2.8)

holds a unique irreducible quotient (resp. subspace) denoted Stspπvq (resp.
Spehspπvq); it is a generalized Steinberg (resp. Speh) representation.
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Remark. For χv a character, Spehspχvq is the character χv ˝ det of
GLspFvq.
Let πv be an irreducible cuspidal Ql-representation of GLgpFvq and fix

t ě 1 such that tg ď d. Thanks to Igusa varieties, Harris and Taylor
constructed a local system on Sh“tg

I,s̄v ,1tg

LQl
pπvrtsDq1tg “

eπv
à

i“1

LQl
pρv,iq1tg

where

– πvrtsD is the representation of Dˆ
v,tg which is the image of the con-

tragredient of Sttpπvq by the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence,
– Dv,tg is the central division algebra over Fv with invariant tg,
– with maximal order denoted by Dv,tg

– and with pπvrtsDq|Dˆ
v,tg

“
Àeπv

i“1 ρv,i with ρv,i irreductible.

The Hecke action of Ptg,d´tgpFvq is then given through its quotient

Ptg,d´tgpFvq ↠ GLtgpFvq ˆ GLd´tgpFvq ↠ GLd´tgpFvq ˆ Z,

where GLtgpFvq ˆ GLd´tgpFvq is the Levi quotient of the parabolic
Ptg,d´tgpFvq and the second map is given by the valuation of the deter-

minant map GLtgpFvq ↠ Z. These local systems have stable Zl-lattices

and we will write simply LpπvrtsDq1tg for any Zl-stable lattice that we
do not want to specify.

2.9. Notations. — For Πt any Ql-representation of GLtgpFvq, and Ξ :
1
2
Z ÝÑ Zˆ

l defined by Ξp1
2
q “ q1{2, we introduce

ĄHTQl,1tg
pπv,Πtq :“ LQl

pπvrtsDq1tg b Πt b Ξ
tg´d

2

and its induced version

ĄHTQl
pπv,Πtq :“

´

LQl
pπvrtsDq1tg b Πt b Ξ

tg´d
2

¯

ˆPtg,d´tgpFvq GLdpFvq,

where the unipotent radical of Ptg,d´tgpFvq acts trivially and the action of

pg8,v,

ˆ

gcv ˚

0 getv

˙

, σvq P GpA8,v
q ˆ Ptg,d´tgpFvq ˆ Wv

where Wv is the Weil group at v, is given

– by the action of gcv on Πt and degpσvq P Z on Ξ
tg´d

2 , where deg :
Wv ÝÑ Z sends geometric Frobenius to 1,
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– and the action of pg8,v, getv , valpdet g
c
vq ´ deg σvq P GpA8,vq ˆ

GLd´tgpFvq ˆ Z on LQl
pπvrtsDq1tg b Ξ

tg´d
2 .

We also introduce

HTQl,1tg
pπv,Πtq :“ ĄHTQl,1tg

pπv,Πtqrd ´ tgs,

and the perverse sheaf

PQl
pt, πvq1tg :“ j“tg

1tg ,!˚
HTQl,1tg

pπv, Sttpπvqq b Lpπvq,

and their induced version, HTQl
pπv,Πtq and PQl

pt, πvq, where

j“tg
“ itg ˝ jětg : Sh“tg

I,s̄v ãÑ Shětg
I,s̄v ãÑ ShI,s̄v

and L is the local Langlands correspondence composed by contragredient.
We will also denote by HTQl,ξ

pπv,Πtq :“ HTQl
pπv,Πtq b Vξ and simi-

larly for the other notations as for example PQl,ξ
pt, πvq :“ PQl

pt, πvq bVξ.

Finally we denote by Sh“h
I,s̄v ,‰1 :“ Sh“h

I,s̄v z Sh“h
I,s̄v ,1h and

j“h
‰1 : Sh“h

I,s̄v ,‰1 ãÑ Sh“h
I,s̄v ãÑ ShI,s̄v .

Remarks:

– We will simply denote by P pt, πvq any Zl-lattice of PQl
pt, πvq that

we do not want to precise except that it is stable under the various
actions. We will use a similar convention for the other sheaves
introduced before. When considering Fl-coefficients, we will put Fl

in place of Ql in the notations.
– Recall that π1

v is said inertially equivalent to πv, and we write πv „i

π1
v, if there exists a character ζ : Z ÝÑ Qˆ

l such that π1
v » πv b pζ ˝

val ˝ detq. We denote by eπv the order of the inertial class of πv.
– Note, cf. [4] 2.1.4, that PQl

pt, πvq depends only on the inertial class
of πv and

PQl
pt, πvq “ eπvPQl

pt, πvq

where PQl
pt, πvq is an irreducible perverse sheaf.

– Over Zl, we also have the p`-perverse structure which is dual to
the usual p-structure.

2.10. Notation. — Let denote by

evplq “

"

l, if qv ” 1 mod l
the order of qv modulo l, otherwise
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Remark. For a characterp2q χv and when t ă evplq, up to homothety there
is only one stable Zl-stable lattice of LpπvrtsDq. From the description of
the modulo l reduction of Sttpχvq in [6], the same is then true for Ppt, χvq.

2.11. Notation. — Let denote by

Ψv :“ RΨηvpZlrd ´ 1sqp
d ´ 1

2
q

the nearby cycles autodual free perverse sheaf on the geometric special
fiber ShI,s̄v of ShI,v.

In cite [10] proposition 3.1.3, we proved the following splitting

Ψv »

d
à

g“1

à

ϱPScuspFl
pgq

Ψϱ,

where ScuspFl
pgq is the set of inertial equivalence classes of irreducible

Fl-supercuspidal of GLgpFvq and where

Ψϱ bZl
Ql »

à

πvPCusppϱq

Ψπv ,

where Cusppϱq is the set of inertial equivalence classes of irreducible Ql-
cuspidal representations which modulo l reduction is inertially equivalent
to ϱ.
We now fix a Fl-character ϱ. Following the constructions of [7] §2.3,

– using the adjonction j!j
˚ Ñ Id, we can first define a filtration

Fil1! pΨϱq ãÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ãÑ Fild! pΨϱq “ Ψϱ,

where Filh! pΨϱq is the saturated image of j“h
! j“h,˚Ψϱ ÝÑ Ψϱ. The

graded parts grk! pΨϱq are free perverse sheaves. Over Ql, this filtra-

tion coincides with the iterated kernel of Nv, i.e. Fil
k
! pΨϱq bZl

Fl »

KerpNk
v bZl

Flq. We also write coFilk! pΨϱq :“ Ψϱ{Filk! pΨϱq.
– For every 1 ď h ă d, we have a short exact sequence of free Hecke-
perverse sheaves

0 Ñ j“h
‰1,!j

“h,˚
‰1 grh! pΨϱq ÝÑ grh! pΨϱq ÝÑ

pj“h
1h,!˚

j“h,˚

1h
grh! pΨϱq Ñ 0, (2.11)

p2qFor a general supercuspidal representation πv whose modulo l reduction ϱ is still
supercuspidal, the same is true if t ă mpϱq where mpϱq is either the order of the
Zelevinsky line of ϱ if it is ą 1, otherwise mpϱq :“ l.
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where

j“h,˚grh! pΨϱq bZl
Ql »

à

χvPCusppϱq

HTQl
pχv, Sthpχvqqp

1 ´ h

2
q.

– Dually using the adjunction Id Ñ j˚j
˚, we can define a cofiltration

coFild˚pΨϱq ↠ ¨ ¨ ¨ ↠ coFil1˚pΨϱq,

where coFilh˚pΨϱq is the saturated coimage of Ψϱ ÝÑ j“h
˚ j“h,˚Ψϱ.

The graded parts grh˚pΨϱq are also given by

0 Ñ
pj“h

1,!˚j
“h,˚
1 grh˚pΨϱq ÝÑ grh˚pΨϱq ÝÑ

pj“h
‰1,!˚j

“h,˚
‰1 grh˚pΨϱq Ñ 0,

where

j“h,˚
‰1 grh˚pΨϱq bZl

Ql »
à

χvPCusppϱq

HTQl
pχv, Sthpχvqqp

h ´ 1

2
q.

– We can also refine the previous filtration to obtain Fill‚pΨϱq whose

graded parts grrrpΨvq are free Zl-perverse sheaves, cf. [7] §1, such
that

grrrpΨϱq bZl
Ql »

à

χvPCusppϱq

pj“tg
!˚ HT pχv, Sttpχvqqp

1 ´ t ` 2δ

2
q

for some 0 ď δ ď t ´ 1.

Remark. As the order of qv modulo l is ą d then Cusppϱq contains only
characters so that, cf. (3.2), the Harris-Taylor local systems have only
one intermediate extension, i.e.

pj“h
1h,!˚

j“h,˚

1h
grh! pΨϱq »

p`j“h
1h,!˚

j“h,˚

1h
grh! pΨϱq.

Exchange basic step: to go from filtration to another, one can repeat the
following process to exchange the order of appearance of two consecutive
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subquotient:

P 1
1� _

��

� o

  
P2 � o

  

� � // X

����

// // P1

�� ��
P 1
2

�� ��

T

T,

where

– P1 and P2 are two consecutive subquotient in a given filtration and
X is the subquotient gathering them as a subquotient of this filtra-
tion.

– Over Ql, the extension X bZl
Ql is split, so that on can write X as

an extension of P 1
2 by P

1
1 with P

1
1 ãÑ P1 and P2 ãÑ P 1

2 have the same
cokernel T , a perverse sheaf of torsion.

Remark. In the particular case when P1 and P2 are intermediate exten-
sions of local systems living on different strata such that the two associ-
ated intermediate extensions for the p and p` t-structure are isomorphic,
then T is necessary zero and X is then split over Zl.

Repeating exchange basic steps, on can then pass from Fil‚˚pΨϱq to
Fil‚! pΨϱq.

2.12. Lemma. — The socle (resp. the cosocle) of Ψϱ bZl
Fl is, up to

multiplicities, j“d
!˚ HT pϱ, Stdpϱqqpd´1

2
q (resp. j“d

!˚ HT pϱ, Stdpϱqqp1´d
2

q).

Proof. — The result follows quite immediately from [10] where we
described the sheaves of cohomology of the Ψϱ bZl

Fl as the mod-

ulo l reduction of its Zl-cohomology sheaves. From this computation
we deduce that the socle of grh! pΨϱq bZl

Ql, up to multiplicities, is

j“d
!˚ HTFl

pϱ, Stdpϱqqpd`1´2h
2

q. From the filtration Fil‚! pΨϱq, we then

deduce that the socle of Ψϱ bZl
Fl

– contains j“d
!˚ HT pϱ, Stdpϱqqpd´1

2
q,

– and if it contains something else, without considering multiplicities,
it has to be j“d

!˚ HT pϱ, Stdpϱqqpd´1´2δ
2

q for 1 ď δ ă d.
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We argue by contradiction by assuming that j“d
!˚ HT pϱ, Stdpϱqqpd´1´2δ

2
q for

some 1 ď δ ă d, belongs to the socle. By duality then j“d
!˚ HT pϱ, Stdpϱqqp1´d`2δ

2
q

belongs to the cosocle so that HT pϱ, Stdpϱqqpd´1´2δ
2

q is a subquotient of

h0Ψϱ bZl
Fl which contradicts the main result of [10].

For the cosocle, we conclude by duality.

Remark. The same arguments, with more precautions, allow to show
that non split extensions inside Ψϱ bZl

Ql between Harris-Taylor perverse

sheaves remains non split in Ψϱ bZl
Fl.

When dealing with sheaves, there is no need to introduce the local
system Vξ,Zl

because it suffices to add bZl
Vξ,Zl

to the formulas. We now
consider a fixed local system Vξ,Zl

and, following previous notations, we
write Ψϱ,ξ :“ Ψϱ bZl

Vξ,Zl
. We then have a spectral sequence

Ep,q
1 “ Hp`q

pShI,s̄v , grr
´p

pΨv,ξqq ñ Hp`q
pShI,η̄v , Vξ,Zl

q. (2.13)

As pointed out in [13], if for some m the spectral sequence is concen-
trated in middle degree, i.e. Ep,q

1,m “ 0 for p ` q ‰ d ´ 1, and all the

Ep,d´1´p
1,m are free, then, for l ą d, the action of the monodromy operator

N coho
v,m on Hd´1pShI,η̄v , Vξ,Ql

qm comes from the action of Nv on Ψv bZl
Ql.

The aim of the next section is to prove that this property remains true
over Fl.

3. A saturated filtration of the cohomology

The aim of this section is the following proposition.

3.1. Proposition. — Consider a maximal ideal m of TS
ξ such that:

– ρm is irreducible;
– m is KHT-free;
– the restriction ρm,v to the decomposition group at v is, in the
Grothendieck group and up to the action of Nv, the direct sum of
character. We moreover suppose that the set Svpmq of modulo l
eigenvalues of ρmpFrobvq does not contain any subset of the form

tλ, qvλ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , q
evplq´1
v λu, where evplq is defined in 2.10.

Then the Ep,q
1,m are torsion free and trivial for p ` q ‰ d ´ 1.

Note that, as (2.13) after localization at m, degenerates at E1

over Ql, then the spectral sequence gives us a saturated filtration of
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Hd´1pShI,η̄v , Vξ,Zl
qm. The proof uses Grothendieck-Verdier duality which

explains we need that the p and p` intermediate extensions of Harris-
Taylor local systems HT pπv, Sttpπvqq to be isomorphic. In [10], for a
irreducible cuspidal representation πv of GLgpFvq and 1 ď t ď d{g such
that the modulo l reduction of Sttpπvq remains irreducible, we proved
that

pj“tg
!˚ HT pπv,Πhq »

p`j“tg
!˚ HT pπv,Πhq. (3.2)

The proof is rather difficult but almost obvious in the case where πv is
a character in which case the condition is that t ă evplq which is clearly
true with the hypothesis evplq ą d.

Proof. — As m is supposed to be KHT-free, then all the En
8,m are free.

Moreover, as ρm is irreducible, then, cf. [5] §3.6, the Ep,q
1,m bZl

Ql are all
zero if p` q ‰ d´ 1. As by hypothesis ρm,v is made of characters, we can
consider direct factors Ψϱ for ϱ P Scuspvpmq a character. Moreover as

evplq ą d, in Ψϱ bZl
Ql we have only to deal with characters χv so that,

by (3.2), the p and p` intermediate extensions coincide.

3.3. Proposition. — (cf. [10] §2.3) We have the following equivariant
resolution

0 Ñ j“d
! HT pχv, Sthpχvt

h ´ d

2
uq ˆ Spehd´hpχvth{2uqq b Ξ

d´h
2 ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

ÝÑ j“h`1
! HT pχv, Sthpχvp´1{2qq ˆ χvth{2uq b Ξ

1
2 ÝÑ

j“h
! HT pχv, Sthpχvqq ÝÑ

pj“h
!˚ HT pχv, Sthpχvqq Ñ 0. (3.4)

Note that

– as this resolution is equivalent to the computation of the sheaves
cohomology groups of pj“h

!˚ HT pχv, Sthpχvqq as explained for example
in [10] proposition B.1.5 of appendice B, then, over Ql, it follows
from the main results of [4].

– Over Zl, as every terms are free perverse sheaves, then all the maps
are necessary strict.

– This resolution, for a a general supercuspidal representation with
supercuspidal modulo l reduction, is one of the main result of [10]
§2.3. However the case of a character χv as above, is almost obvious.
Indeed as the strata Shěh

Iv ,s̄v ,1
are smooth, then the constant sheaf,

up to shift, is perverse and so equals to the intermediate extension
of the constant sheaf, shifted by d´h, on Sh“h

Iv ,s̄v ,1. In particular its
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sheaves cohomology groups are well known so that the resolution
is completely obvious for pj“h

1h,!˚
HT1hpχv, Sthpχvqq if one remember

that Spehipχvq is just the character χv ˝ det of GLipFvq.
The stated resolution is then simply the induced version of the

resolution of pj“h
1h,!˚

HT1hpχv, Sthpχvqq: recall that a direct sum of

intermediate extensions is still an intermediate extension.

By adjunction property, the map

j“h`δ
! HT pχv, Sthpχvt

´δ

2
uq ˆ Spehδpχvth{2uqq b Ξδ{2

ÝÑ j“h`δ´1
! HT pχv, Sthpχvt

1 ´ δ

2
uq ˆ Spehδ´1pχvth{2uqq b Ξ

δ´1
2 (3.5)

is given by

HT pχv, Sthpχvt
´δ

2
uq ˆ Spehδpχvth{2uqq b Ξδ{2

ÝÑ

j“h`δ,˚
p
pih`δ,!

pj“h`δ´1
! HT pχv, Sthpχvt

1 ´ δ

2
uqˆSpehδ´1pχvth{2uqqbΞ

δ´1
2 qq

(3.6)

To compute this last term we use the resolution (3.4). Precisely denote

by H :“ HT pχv, Sthpχt1´δ
2

uq ˆ Spehδ´1pχvth{2uqq b Ξ
δ´1
2 , and write the

previous resolution as follows

0 Ñ K ÝÑ j“h`δ
! H1

ÝÑ Q Ñ 0,

0 Ñ Q ÝÑ j“h`δ´1
! H ÝÑ

pj“h`δ´1
!˚ H Ñ 0,

with

H1 :“ HT
´

χv, Sthpχvt
1 ´ δ

2
uqˆ

`

Spehδ´1pχvt´1{2uqˆχvt
δ ´ 1

2
u
˘

th{2u

¯

bΞδ{2.

As the support of K is contained in Shěh`δ`1
I,s̄v

then pih`δ,!K “ K and

j“h`δ,˚ppih`δ,!Kq is zero. Moreover pih`δ,!ppj“h`δ´1
!˚ Hq is zero by con-

struction of the intermediate extension. We then deduce that

j“h`δ,˚
p
pih`δ,!

pj“h`δ´1
! HT pχv, Sttpχvt

1 ´ δ

2
uqˆSpehδ´1pχvth{2uqqbΞ

δ´1
2 qq

» HT
´

χv, Sthpχvt
1 ´ δ

2
uq

ˆ
`

Spehδ´1pχvt´1{2uq ˆ χvt
δ ´ 1

2
u
˘

th{2u

¯

b Ξδ{2 (3.7)
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3.8 — Fact. In particular, up to homothety, the map (3.7), and so those

of (3.6), is unique. Finally as the maps of (3.4) are strict, the given maps
(3.5) are uniquely determined, that is, if we forget the infinitesimal parts,
these maps are independent of the chosen t in (3.4).
For every 1 ď h ď d, let denote by iphq the smallest index i such that

H ipShI,s̄v ,
pj“h

!˚ HT pχv, Sthpχvqqqm has non trivial torsion: if it does not
exist then we set iphq “ `8. By duality, as pj!˚ “ p`j!˚ for Harris-Taylor
local systems associated to characters, note that when iphq is finite then
iphq ď 0. Suppose by absurdity there exists h with iphq finite and denote
h0 the biggest such h.

3.9. Lemma. — For 1 ď h ď h0 then iphq “ h ´ h0.

Remark. A similar result is proved in [9] when the level is maximal at v.

Proof. — a) We first prove that for every h0 ă h ď d, the cohomology
groups of j“h

! HT pχv,Πhq are torsion free. Consider the following strict
filtration in the category of free perverse sheaves

p0q “ Fil´1´d
pχv, hq ãÝ|Ñ Fil´d

pχv, hq ãÝ|Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨

ãÝ|Ñ Fil´h
pχv, hq “ j“h

! HT pχv,Πhq (3.9)

where the symbol ãÝ|Ñ means a strict monomorphism, with graded parts

gr´k
pχv, hq »

pj“k
!˚ HT pχv,Πht

h ´ k

2
u b Stk´hpχvth{2uqqp

h ´ k

2
q.

Over Ql, the result is proved in [4] §4.3. From [7] such a filtration can
be constructed over Zl up to the fact that the graduate parts are only
known to verify

pj“k
!˚ HT pχv,Πht

h ´ k

2
u b Stk´hpχvth{2uqqp

h ´ k

2
q ã↠ gr´k

pχv, hq

ã↠ p`j“k
!˚ HT pχv,Πht

h ´ k

2
u b Stk´hpχvth{2uqqp

h ´ k

2
q,

and we can conclude thanks to (3.2). The associated spectral sequence
localized at m, is then concentrated in middle degree and torsion free
which gives the claim.

b) Before watching the cases h ď h0, note that the spectral sequence
associated to (3.4) for h “ h0 ` 1, has all its E1 terms torsion free and
degenerates at its E2 terms. As by hypothesis the aims of this spectral
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sequence is free and equals to only one E2 terms, we deduce that all the
maps

H0
`

ShI,s̄v , j
“h`δ
! HTξpχv, Sthpχvt

´δ

2
uq ˆ Spehδpχvth{2uqq b Ξδ{2

˘

m

ÝÑ

H0
`

ShI,s̄v , j
“h`δ´1
! HTξpχv, Sthpχvt

1 ´ δ

2
uq

ˆ Spehδ´1pχvth{2uqq b Ξ
δ´1
2

˘

m
(3.10)

are saturated, i.e. their cokernel are free Zl-modules. Then from the
previous fact stressed after (3.7), this property remains true when we
consider the associated spectral sequence for 1 ď h1 ď h0.

c) Consider now h “ h0 and the spectral sequence associated to (3.4)
where

Ep,q
2 “ Hp`2q

pShI,s̄v , j
“h`q
!

HTξpχv, Sthpχvp´q{2qq ˆ Spehqpχvth{2uqq b Ξ
q
2 qm (3.11)

By definition of h0, we know that some of the Ep,´p
8 should have a non

trivial torsion subspace. We saw that

– the contributions from the deeper strata are torsion free and
– H ipShI,s̄v , j

“h0
! HTξpχv,Πh0qqm are zero for i ă 0 and is torsion free

for i “ 0, whatever is Πh0 .
– Then there should exist a non strict map dp,q1 . But, we have just
seen that it can not be maps between deeper strata.

– Finally, using the previous points, the only possibility is that the
cokernel of

H0
`

ShI,s̄v , j
“h0`1
! HTξpχv, Sth0pχvt

´1

2
uq ˆ χvth0{2uqq b Ξ1{2

˘

m

ÝÑ

H0
`

ShI,s̄v , j
“h0
! HTξpχv, Sth0pχvqq

˘

m
(3.12)

has a non trivial torsion subspace.

In particular we have iph0q “ 0.
d) Finally using the fact 2.18 and the previous points, for any 1 ď h ď

h0, in the spectral sequence (3.11)

– by point a), Ep,q
2 is torsion free for q ě h0 ´ h ` 1 and so it is zero

if p ` 2q ‰ 0;
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– by affiness of the open strata, cf. [9] theorem 1.8, Ep,q
2 is zero for

p ` 2q ă 0 and torsion free for p ` 2q “ 0;
– by point b), the maps dp,q2 are saturated for q ě h0 ´ h ` 2;

– by point c), d
´2ph0´h`1q,h0´h`1
2 has a cokernel with a non trivial

torsion subspace.
– Moreover, over Ql, the spectral sequence degenerates at E3 and
Ep,q

3 “ 0 if pp, qq ‰ p0, 0q.

We then deduce that H ipShI,s̄v ,
pj“h

!˚ HTξpχv,Πhqqm is zero for i ă h´ h0
and for i “ h ´ h0 it has a non trivial torsion subspace.

Consider now the filtration of stratification of Ψϱ constructed using
the adjunction morphisms j“h

! j“h,˚ as in [7]

Fil1! pΨϱq ãÝ|Ñ Fil2! pΨϱq ãÝ|Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ ãÝ|Ñ Fild! pΨϱq (3.13)

where Filh! pΨϱq is the saturated image of j“h
! j“h,˚Ψϱ ÝÑ Ψϱ.

Remark. Recall that the filtration Fill‚ is a refinement of Fil‚! as one can
see it in the next proposition.

For our fixed χv, let denote Fil1!,χv
pΨq ãÝ|Ñ Fil1! pΨϱq such that

Fil1!,χv
pΨq bZl

Ql » Fil1! pΨχvq where Ψχv is the direct factor of Ψ bZl
Ql

associated to χv, cf. [7].

3.14. Proposition. — (cf. [10] 3.3.5) We have the following resolu-
tion of grh!,χv

pΨq

0 Ñ j“d
! HT pχv, LTh,dpχvqq b Lgpχvp

d ´ h

2
qq ÝÑ

j“d´1
! HT pχv, LTh,d´1pχvqq b Lgpχvp

d ´ h ´ 1

2
qq ÝÑ

¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑ j“h
! HT pχv, Sthpχvqq b Lpχvq ÝÑ grh!,χv

pΨq Ñ 0, (3.15)

where

– LTh,h`δpχvq ãÑ Sthpχvt´δ{2uq ˆ Spehδpχvth{2uq, is the only irre-
ducible sub-space of this induced representation,

– and L is the local Langlands correspondence composed by contragre-
dient.

Remarks:

– As explained after proposition 3.3, it amounts to describe the germs
of the Zl-sheaf cohomology of grh!,χv

pΨv,ξq. Over Ql, the resolution
(3.15) is then proved in [4].
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– Over Zl, it is proved in full generality in [10] for every irreducible
supercuspidal representation πv in place of χv. It amounts to prove
that the germs of the sheaf cohomology of gr1!,χv

pΨv,ξq are free. The
case of a character is however much more simple. Indeed consider
then the torsion part of the cokernel of one of these maps. Note that,
thanks to (3.2), such a cokernel must have non trivial invariants un-
der the action the Iwahori sub-group at v. We then work at Iwahori
level at v. As said above, it amounts to understand the germs of the
Zl-sheaf cohomology of grh!,χv

pΨq which are described, cf. [18], by
the cohomology of the Lubin-Tate tower. By the comparison the-
orem of Faltings-Fargues, cf. [19], one is reduced to compute the
cohomology of the Drinfeld tower in Iwahori level which is already
done in [24]: we then note that there are all free Zl-modules.

We can then apply the previous arguments a)-d) above, for h ď h0
(resp. h ą h0) the torsion of H ipShI,s̄v , gr

h
!,χv

pΨv,ξqqm is trivial for any
i ď h ´ h0 (resp. for all i) and the free parts are concentrated for i “ 0.
Using then the spectral sequence associated to the previous filtration,
we can then conclude that H1´t0pShI,s̄v ,Ψv,ξqm would have non trivial
torsion which is false as m is supposed to be KHT-free.

4. Local behavior of monodromy over Fl

Recall that ϱ is a fixed Fl-character and Ψϱ is the associated direct

factor of Ψv. Over Ql, the monodromy operator define a nilpotent mor-
phism Nϱ,Ql

: Ψϱ bZl
Ql ÝÑ Ψϱ bZl

Ql compatible with the filtration

Fil‚! pΨϱq in the sense that Filh! pΨϱq bZl
Ql coincides with the kernel of

Nh
ϱ,Ql

. The aim of this section is to construct a Zl-version Nϱ of Nϱ,Ql

such that Filh! pΨϱq bZl
Fl coincides with the kernel of Nh

ϱ bZl
Fl.

First step: consider

0 Ñ Fil1! pΨϱq ÝÑ Ψϱ ÝÑ coFil1! pΨϱq Ñ 0,

and the following long exact sequence

0 Ñ HompcoFil1! pΨϱq,Ψϱq ÝÑ HompΨϱ,Ψϱq

ÝÑ HompFil1! pΨϱq,Ψϱq ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
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where Hom is taken in the category of equivariant Hecke perverse
sheaves.p3q Note that Nϱ,Ql

P HompΨϱ,Ψϱq bZl
Ql comes from

HompcoFil1! pΨϱq,Ψϱq bZl
Ql, so that we focus on HompcoFil1! pΨϱq,Ψϱq.

From
0 Ñ gr2! pΨϱq ÝÑ coFil1! pΨϱq ÝÑ coFil2! pΨϱq Ñ 0,

we obtain

0 Ñ HompcoFil2! pΨϱq,Ψϱq ÝÑ HompcoFil1! ,Ψϱq ÝÑ

Hompgr2! pΨϱq,Ψϱq ÝÑ Ext1pcoFil2! pΨϱq,Ψϱqq ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨

Note then that Nϱ,Ql
P HompcoFil1! ,Ψϱq bZl

Ql does not belong to the

image of HompcoFil2! pΨϱq,Ψϱq bZl
Ql.

4.1. Lemma. — The Zl-module Ext1pcoFil2! pΨϱq,Ψϱqq is torsion free.

Proof. — Let α P Ext1pcoFil2! pΨϱq,Ψϱqq which is killed by some power of
l and let

0 Ñ Ψϱ ÝÑ P ÝÑ coFil2! pΨϱq Ñ 0,

be the extension defined by α. Applying bL
Zl
Ql, this short exact sequence

split so that P can be written

0 Ñ ĆcoFil
2

! pΨϱq ÝÑ P ÝÑ rΨϱ Ñ 0,

so that composing through P we obtain

0 Ñ ĆcoFil
2

! pΨϱq ÝÑ coFil2! pΨϱq ÝÑ T Ñ 0,

0 Ñ Ψϱ ÝÑ rΨϱ ÝÑ T Ñ 0,

for the same torsion perverse sheaf T appearing as cokernel of the two
previous maps. By tensoring with bZl

Fl, we then obtain

0 Ñ
ph´1

pT bZl
Flq ÝÑ ĆcoFil

2

! pΨϱq bZl
Fl

ÝÑ coFil2! pΨϱq bZl
Fl ÝÑ

ph0pT bZl
Flq Ñ 0,

and

0 Ñ
ph´1

pT bZl
Flq ÝÑ Ψϱ bZl

Fl

ÝÑ rΨϱ bZl
Fl ÝÑ

ph0pT bZl
Flq Ñ 0,

p3qWe do not ask the map to be Galois equivariant as Nϱ,Ql
is not.
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where we denote by ph‚K the p-perverse cohomology complexes of
K. As by lemma 2.12, the socle of Ψϱ bZl

Fl is, up to multiplicity,

j“d
!˚ HTFl

pϱ, Stdpϱqqpd´1
2

q then it has to be a constituant of ph´1pT bZl
Flq.

But, using that the order of qv modulo l is strictly greater than d,
j“d
!˚ HTFl

pϱ, Stdpϱqqpd´1
2

q is not a constituant of coFil2! pΨϱq bZl
Fl. We

then deduce that T is forced to be zero, which means that the extension
P is split, i.e. α P Ext1pcoFil2! pΨϱq,Ψϱq is zero.

We are then led to study

Hompgr2! pΨϱq,Ψϱq » Hompgr2! pΨϱq,Fil1˚pgr1! pΨϱqqq

where

0 Ñ Fil1˚pgr1! pΨϱqq ÝÑ Fil1! pΨϱq ÝÑ coFil1˚pFil1! pΨϱq Ñ 0.

Note that, up to an unramified Galois twist, gr2! pΨϱq bZl
Ql »

Fil1˚pgr11pΨϱqqbZl
Ql and the cosocle of gr2! pΨϱqbZl

Fl (resp. Fil
1
˚pgr11pΨϱqqbZl

Fl) is some multiple, depending on the lattice of j“2,˚gr2! pΨϱq (resp.
j“2,˚ Fil1˚pgr11pΨϱqq, of j“2

!˚ HT pϱ, St2pϱqq. Consider then

0 Ñ P´ ÝÑ Fil1˚pgr11pΨϱqq ÝÑ
pj“2

!˚ j
“2,˚ Fil1˚pgr11pΨϱqq Ñ 0,

where P´ has support in Shě3
v . Then using as before long exact sequence,

we note that

Hompgr2! pΨϱq,Fil1˚pgr11pΨϱqqq » Homp
pj“2

!˚ j
“2,˚gr2! pΨϱq, pj“2

!˚ j
“2,˚ Fil1˚pgr11pΨϱqqq.

In particular if the two local systems pj“2
!˚ j

“2,˚gr2! pΨϱq and pj“2
!˚ j

“2,˚ Fil1˚pgr11pΨϱqq

were isomorphic, then there exist a element in Hompgr2! pΨϱq,Fil1˚pgr11pΨϱqqq

which is an isomorphism. This element then gives us a Zl-morphism
Nv P HompΨϱ,Ψϱq so that Fil1˚pgr1! pΨϱqq is in the image.

Second step: we want to prove that the local systems j“2,˚gr2! pΨϱq and
j“2,˚ Fil1˚pgr1! pΨϱqq are isomorphic. Consider first the following situation:

let Lk and Lk`1 be Zl-local systems on a scheme X such that:

– grk`1,Ql
:“ pLk`1{Lkq bZl

Ql is irreducible and we introduce

grk`1
� � //

� _

��

grk`1,Ql� _

��

Lk`1
� � // Lk`1 bZl

Ql.
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We moreover suppose that the grk`1 bZl
Fl are also irreducible so

the various stable lattices of grk`1 are homothetic.

– Lk`1 bZl
Ql » Lk bZl

Ql ‘ grk`1 bZl
Ql.

We then have

0 Ñ Lk ‘ grk`1 ÝÑ Lk`1 ÝÑ T Ñ 0,

where T is torsion and can be viewed as a quotient

Lk ãÑ L1
k ↠ T, grk`1 ãÑ gr1

k`1 ↠ T,

with, cf. also the exchange basic step of §2

Lk ãÑ Lk`1 ↠ gr1
k`1, grk`1 ãÑ Lk`1 ↠ L1

k.

As grk`1 bZl
Ql is irreducible, then grk`1 ãÑ gr1

k`1 is given by multiplica-

tion by lδ and the extension is characterized by this δ.
Consider then the Zl-local system L :“ j“1,˚Ψϱ and recall that

L bZl
Ql »

r
à

i“1

HTQl
pχv,i, χv,iq,

where we fix any numbering of Cusppϱq “ tχv,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , χv,ru. For k “

1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , r, we introduce

Lk
� � //
� _

��

Àk
i“1HT pχv,i, χv,iq� _

��

L � � // L bZl
Ql.

Let denote by Tk`1 the torsion local system such that

0 Ñ Lk ‘ grk`1 ÝÑ Lk`1 ÝÑ Tk`1 Ñ 0,

where grk`1 :“ Lk`1{Lk, as above. We can apply the previous remark
and denote by δk the power of l which define the homothety grk`1 ãÑ

gr1
k`1 ↠ Tk`1. The set of δk for k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , r is then a numerical data to

characterize L inside j“1,˚Ψϱ bZl
Ql.

(i) From the main result of [10], cf. its introduction paragraph,
Fil1˚pgr1! pΨϱqq is obtained as follows

0 Ñ Fil1˚pgr1! pΨϱqq ÝÑ j“1
‰1,!j

“1,˚
‰1 Ψϱ ÝÑ

pj“1
‰1,!˚j

“1,˚
‰1 Ψϱ Ñ 0,
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so that j“2,˚ Fil1˚pgr1! pΨϱqq » ph´1i2,˚pj“1
‰1,!˚j

“1,˚
‰1 Ψϱ. With the previous

notations, we have

0 Ñ
pj“1

‰1,!˚Lk ÝÑ
pj“1

‰1,!˚Lk`1 ÝÑ
pj“1

‰1,!˚Tk`1 Ñ 0,

from which we obtain the following description of j“2,˚ Fil1˚pgr1! pΨϱqq:

– there exists local systems L`
k for k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , r so that L`

k bZl
Ql »

Àk
i“1HTQl

pχv,i, St2pχv,iqp´1{2q;

– with gr`
k`1 defined, as before, with

0 Ñ L`
k ‘ gr`

k`1 ÝÑ L`
k`1 ÝÑ Tk`1 Ñ 0,

where Tk`1 is killed by lδk`1 .

Finally j“2,˚ Fil1˚pgr1! pΨϱqq is described with the same numerical data tδk :
k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ru as j“1,˚Ψϱ.

(ii) The same arguments apply with j“1
‰1,˚j

“1,˚
‰1 Ψϱ so that the local

system rL :“ p`h1i2,˚p`j“1
‰1,!˚j

“1,˚
‰1 Ψϱ is also characterized by the same

numerical data tδk : k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ru except that rL can not directly be
identified to j“2,˚gr2! pΨϱq. Indeed we are interested in the lattice of
À

χvPCusppϱq
j“2
!˚ HTQl

pχv, St2pχvqqp´1{2q given by Ψϱ{Fil1! pΨϱq. But by

now the previous lattice of P1 :“
pj“2

!˚
rL described by tδk : k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ru is

obtained using a filtration where P1 appears as the socle of the perverse
sheaf Q defined as follows:

0 Ñ
pj“1

!˚ j
“1,˚coFil1˚pΨϱq ÝÑ coFil1˚pΨϱq ÝÑ Q Ñ 0.

As explained in §2, we have to use basic exchange steps as many times
as needed to move P1 until it appears as the cosocle of Fil2! pΨϱq ãÑ Ψϱ,
cf. the discussion before lemma 2.12.

Note then that all the perverse sheaves which are exchanged with
P1 during this process, are lattice of j“h

!˚ HTQl
pχv, Sthpχvqqp1´h`δ

2
q with

h ě 3. As explained in the remark after the definition of the exchange
basic step, as pj“2

!˚ HT pχv, St2pχvqq » p`j“2
!˚ HT pχv, St2pχvqq, for all these

exchange, we have T “ 0 and P1 remains unchanged during all the basic
exchange steps.
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Third step: at this stage we constructed a Zl-version of the monodromy
operator

Nϱ : Ψϱ
//

&&

Ψϱ

Ψϱ{Fil1! pΨϱq

99

such that the kernel of

Nϱ bZl
Fl :

`

Ψϱ{Fil1! pΨϱq
˘

bZl
Fl ÝÑ Ψϱ bZl

Fl,

does not contain any irreducible subquotient of gr2! pΨϱq bZl
Fl.

Recall that we suppose the order of qv modulo l to be ą d, so that
the irreducible constituants of gr2! pΨϱq bZl

Fl are disjoint from that of
`

Ψϱ{Fil 2!pΨϱq
˘

bZl
Fl.

Moreover, arguing as in lemma 2.12, we see that the socle of
`

Ψϱ{Fil1! pΨϱq
˘

bZl
Fl is up to multiplicity j“d

!˚ HTFl
pϱ, Stdpϱqqpd´3

2
q

which is a constituant of gr2! pΨϱq bZl
Fl.

From the previous facts, we then deduce that the kernel of Nϱ bZl
Fl :

Ψϱ bZl
Fl ÝÑ Ψϱ bZl

Fl is reduced to Fil1! pΨϱq bZl
Fl and is so the modulo

l reduction of the kernel of Nv.

4.2. Corollary. — Under the hypothesis of the proposition 3.1 on m,
the action of Nϱ on Ψϱ defined above for every Fl-character ϱ, induces
a nilpotent monodromy operator N coho

m,v on H0pShI,s̄v ,Ψv,ξqm such that

the (multi)-set of Jordan’s blocks of N
coho

m,v :“ N coho
m,v bZl

Fl acting on

H0pShI,s̄v ,Ψv,ξqm bZl
Fl, is the disjoint union under trm Ă mu, of the

(multi)-sets of Jordan’s blocks of N
rm,v.

Proof. — Recall first that the (multi)-set of Jordan’s blocks of N coho
m,v bZl

Ql (resp. N
coho

m,v ) is given by the collection of the dimensions em,vprq

(resp. em,vprq) of KerpN coho
m,v bZl

Qlq
r (resp. KerN

coho

m,v ) for r ě 1: the

columns of the Young diagram associated to N coho
m,v bZl

Ql, are of length
em,vpr ` 1q ´ em,vprq for r ě 0.

– Proposition 3.1 gives us that the Fl-spectral sequence of nearby
cycles degenerates at E1;

– while from above, we know that em,vprq is the sum over the Fl-

characters ϱ of the Fl-dimension of H0pShI,s̄v ,Fil
r
! pΨϱ,ξqqm bZl

Fl.
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– But this dimension is also theQl- dimension ofH0pShI,s̄v ,Fil
r
! pΨϱ,ξqqmbZl

Ql and so equals to em,vprq.

The result then follows from

H0
pShI,s̄v ,Fil

r
! pΨϱ,ξqqm bZl

Ql »
à

rmĂm

H0
pShI,s̄v ,Fil

r
! pΨϱ,ξqq

rm,

and the fact that N
rm,v “ N coho

m,v bTS
ξ,m

TS
ξ,rm.

5. Mazur’s principle

5.1. Definition. — (cf. [25] §5) We say that m is KHT-typic if, as a
TS

ξ,mrGalF,Ss-module,

Hd´1
pShI,η̄, Vξ,Zl

qm » σm bTS
ξ,m
ρm,

for some TS
ξ,m-module σm on which GalF,S acts trivially and

ρm : GalF,S ÝÑ GLdpTS
ξ,mq

is the stable lattice of
À

rmĂm ρrm introduced in the introduction.

Remark. When m is both KHT-typic and verifies the hypothesis of propo-
sition 3.1, then N coho

m,v induces a monodromy operator Nm,v on ρm.

As explained in [21], the Ql-cohomology of ShI,η̄ can be written as

Hd´1
pShI,η̄, Vξ,Ql

qm »
à

πPAξ,Ipmq

pπ8
q
I

b V pπ8
q,

where

– Aξ,Ipmq is the set of equivalence classes of automorphic representa-
tions of GpAq with non trivial I-invariants and such that its modulo
l Satake’s parameters outside S are prescribed by m,

– and V pπ8q is a representation of GalF,S.

As ρm is supposed to be absolutely irreducible, then as explained in
chapter VI of [21], if V pπ8q is non zero, then π is a weak transfer of
a ξ-cohomological automorphic representation pΠ, ψq of GLdpAF q ˆ Aˆ

F

with Π_ » Πc where c is the complex conjugation. Attached to such a
Π is a global Galois representation ρΠ,l : GalF,S ÝÑ GLdpQlq which is
irreducible.
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5.2. Theorem. — (cf. [20] theorem 2.20)
If ρΠ,l is strongly irreducible, meaning it remains irreducible when it is
restricted to any finite index subgroup, then V pπ8q is a semi-simple rep-
resentation of GalF,S.

Remark. The Tate conjecture predicts that V pπ8q is always semi-simple.

5.3. Proposition. — We suppose that for all π P Aξ,Ipmq, the Galois
representation V pπ8q is semi-simple. Then m is KHT-typic.

Proof. — By proposition 5.4 of [25] it suffices to deal withQl-coefficients.
From [21] proposition VII.1.8 and the semi-simplicity hypothesis, then

V pπ8q » rRξpπq
À

npπq where rRξpπq is of dimension d. We then write

pπ8
q
I

bQl
Rξpπq » pπ8

q
I

bTS
ξ,m,Ql

pTS
ξ,m,Ql

q
d,

and pπ8qI bQl
V pπ8q » ppπ8qIq

À

npπq bTS
ξ,m,Ql

pTS
ξ,m,Ql

qd and finally

Hd´1
pShI,η̄, Vξ,Ql

qm » M bTS
ξ,m,Ql

pTS
ξ,m,Ql

q
d,

with M »
À

πPAξ,Ipmq
ppπ8qIq

À

npπq. The result then follows from [21]

theorem VII.1.9 which insures that Rξpπq » ρ
rm, if rm is the prime ideal

associated to π,

5.4. Definition. — Let ρpmq‚ be the filtration of ρm bZl
Fl defined by

its iterated socle, that is

– ρpmq0 is the socle of ρm bZl
Fl

– and for i ě 1, ρpmqi{ρpmqi´1 is the socle of pρm bZl
Flq{ρpmqi´1.

The depth of m is then the length of this filtration.

5.5. Theorem. — (Mazur’s principle) Let m be a maximal ideal of
TS

ξ,Zl
such that:

– ρm is absolutely irreducible and its restriction to the decomposition
group at v is, up to the action of the monodromy operator, a direct
sum of characters;

– m is KHT-free and KHT-typic.

Let d̄m,v “ pt1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě trq be the partition of d given by the Jordan blocks

of Nm,v. Then there exists rm Ă m such that

ρ
rm,v » Spt1pχv,1q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Sptrpχv,rq,

where χv,i are non isomorphic characters.
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For d a partition of d, its associated parahoric subgroup is

IdpOvq “ KerpGLdpOvq ÝÑ Pdpκpvqqq (5.6)

where Pd is the standard parabolic subgroup associated to d. The domi-
nance order pd1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ drq ď pe1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě esq is the given by

@i ě 1 :
k

ÿ

i“1

di ď

k
ÿ

i“1

ei.

Recall, cf. lemma 1.1.7 of [13] that Πv » Stt1pχv,1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Sttrpχv,rq has
non trivial invariant vectors upon IdpOvq if and only if d is smaller than
the dual partition e˚ of e :“ pt1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě trq whose lines are the rows of e.
The theorem then says that Π

rm,v has non trivial invariant vectors upon
Id̄m,v

˚pOvq.

Proof. — We will consider three different types of situations at v:

– infinite and we then denote by HpIvp8qqm :“ H0pShIvp8q,s̄v ,Ψv,ξqm

and HpIvp8qqm :“ HpIvp8qqm bZl
Fl;

– HpIv, dqm :“ H0pShIvIdpOvq,s̄v ,Ψv,ξqm andHpIv, dqm :“ HpIv, dqmbZl

Fl;

– HpIv, hqm :“ JGLd
Ph

`

HpIvp8qqm
˘GLhpOvq

andHpIv, hqm :“ HpIv, hqmbZl

Fl; where J
GLd
Ph

is the Jacquet functor associated to the parabolic
PhpFvq.

We also denote by Tξ,mpIv, dq the image of TS
abs inside HpIv, dqm. Let d be

minimal for the previous dominance order, such that HpIv, d˚
qm ‰ 0 and

consider now a broken row in Tm,v that is λ P Fl such that qvλ does not

belong to the same line with λ in the labelled Young diagram of Nm,v.

5.7. Lemma. — There exists rm Ă m with HpIv, d˚
q

rm ‰ p0q, such that
inside T

rm,v, the liftingsp4q λ1 and λ2 of qvλ and λ, do not belong to the
same line, i.e. λ1{λ2 ‰ q˘1

v .

Proof. — Let denote by ρmpdq :“ ρm bTS
ξ
TξpI

v, d˚
q and Nm,vpdq :“

Nm,v bTS
ξ
TξpI

v, d˚
q. We consider then the eigenspaces VIpλq and V pλq

for the eigenvalue λ of the action of Frobv, respectively, on the Fl-vector
spaces

ImNm,vpdq bZl
Fl Ă ρmpdq bZl

Fl.

p4qcf. the multiplicity free hypothesis
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Note that, as the eigenvalues of Frobv acting on ρm bZl
Fl are supposed

to be pairwise distinct, then

dimFl
V pλq “ 7trm Ă m; , HpIv, d˚

q
rm ‰ p0qu.

Note that if the conclusion of the lemma were not true, then
dimFl

VIpλq “ dimFl
V pλq. Indeed this is true over Ql and from

corollary 4.2, we know that the image of N coho
m,v bZl

Fl is the modulo l
reduction of the image of Nm,v, which gives us the previous equality.

Consider now the previous filtration ρpm, dqi of ρmpdq bZl
Fl, where all

the graded parts gripm, dq are a direct sum of ρm. If we want dimFl
VIpλq

to be equal to the number 7trm Ă m; , HpIv, d˚
q

rm ‰ p0qu of irreducible
subquotients of ρmpdq bZl

Fl, then Frobv should induces an isomorphism

V pqvλq Ñ VIpλq. But note that V pqvλq intersects ρpm, dq0 and, as qvλ Ñ

λ is broken in Tm,v, and the eigenvalues are all distinct, then Frobv acts

trivially on V pqvλq X ρpmq0 so that dimFl
VIpλq ă dimFl

V pqvλq “ 7trm Ă

m; , HpIv, d˚
q

rm ‰ p0qu.

End of the proof : recall that d was taken minimal such that HpIv, d˚
qm ‰

0. By freeness of the cohomology groups, there exists rm Ă m with
HQl

pIv, d˚
qm ‰ 0, so that d

rm,v is greater that d and finally, by mini-
mality of d, we have d “ d

rm,v, and it remains to prove that they are
equal to dm,v. Note that drm,v is obtained from dm,v by glueing some of its
line so that if it were note equal to dm,v, the previous lemma would tell
us that d were not maximal.

5.8. Proposition. — With the previous notations, for every 0 ď i ď

r ´ 1 where r is the depth of m, then gripmq is irreducible and then
isomorphic to ρm.

Proof. — Automorphic representation π
rm in level Ivp8q having a cus-

pidal support at v made of characters, are in finite numbers so that
ρm bZl

Tm,ξ is defined over a noetherian ring R inside
ś

rmĂmKrm where
the finite extension K

rm{Ql is the field of definition of ρ
rm. We then denote

by κ “ R{m and we still denote by ρm the associated κ-vector space with
its action of the Galois group.

By construction gripmq is then a semi-simple GalF,S-module with un-

derlying representation space a free rank TS,piq
ξ,m bR κ-module V piq where
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TS
ξ,m ↠ TS,piq

ξ,m . We then have a TS,piq
m,ξ rGalF,Ss-equivariant isomorphism

ρm bR κ » ρm bκ HomGalF,S
pρm, V q,

where GalF,S acts on the first factor, and TS,piq
m,ξ on the second. As a

deformation of ρm over the local κ-algebra TS,piq
ξ,m bR κ, it is given by a

map Rρm ÝÑ TS,piq
ξ,m bR κ where Rρm is the usual deformation ring. The

previous isomorphism implies that this last map has to factor through
the residue field of Rρm which is κ. Moreover from R “ T theorem, we
have a surjection

Rρm ↠ T S
ξ,m ↠ T

S,piq
ξ,m

so that T
S,piq
ξ,m » κ. By Nakayama’s theorem, T

S,piq
ξ,m is then a local ring

corresponding to an unique rm.

The set of partitions d
rm,v for various rm Ă m, could be used to obtain

informations about the depth of m. Consider for example the following
situation:

– Svpmq “ tα, qvα, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qd´1
v αu;

– Nm,v is zero;
– there exists rm Ă m such that Π

rm,v » Stdpχvq for some character χv.

5.9. Lemma. — With the hypothesis of 5.5 and the three above assump-
tions, then the depth of m is greater than d.

Proof. — By construction each of the ρipmq is a direct sum of copies of
ρm so that the nilpotent monodromy operator Nm,v acts trivially. We
then deduce that Nm,v sends ρpmqi onto ρpmqi´1. Our last hypothesis

then implies that N
d´1

m,v ‰ 0 so that the depth of m should be greater
than d.

More generally, consider

– r maximal such that there exists α with tα, qvα, ¨ ¨ ¨ , qr´1
v αu Ă

Svpmq. We also denote by e0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , er´1 the associated eigenvectors
of ρmpFrobvq.

– Let denote by i0 “ 0 ă i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ik ď r´ 1 the indexes i such that
ei P KerNm,v.

– We moreover assume the existence of rm Ă m such that Π
rm »

Strpχvqˆ? where χv is a character of Fˆ
v such that χvpϖvq “ α

and where ? means a irreducible representation we do not want to
precise.
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5.10. Lemma. — With the hypothesis of 5.5 and the three above as-
sumptions, then the depth of m is strictly greater than k.

Proof. — The existence of rm implies that there exists an eigenvector fr´1

of ρmpFrobvq bZl
Fl for the eigenvalue q

r´1
v α such that pN

coho

m,v qr´1pfr´1q ‰

0. We first introduce the following notations:

– i such that fr´1 P ρpmqi;
– for ď j ď r ´ 1, let fj “ N r´1´j

m,v pfr´1q.

Through ρpmqi ↠ ρpmqi{ρpmqi´1, the image of fik by Nm,v is zero so
that fik´1 P ρpmqi´1. As Svpmq is supposed to be multiplicity free then

the image of fik´1 in ρpmqi´1{ρpmqi´2 » ρ
À

mi´1
m belongs to the space

generated by the eik´1 in each of the copies of ρm. We can then repeat
the previous observation so that the image of fik´1´1 P ρpmqi´2 and that
finally the depth of m should be greater than k.

6. The reducible case

In [13], N coho
m,v bZl

Fl was wrongly identified with the direct sum of

Nm,v, so that [13] proposition 3.1.12 is false. The aim of loc. cit. was
to give conditions on dm,v so that the torsion of the cohomology of the

KHT-Shimura variety is non trivial, and then play with the level in order
to obtain level lowering.

In this section we want to resume the strategy of [13] and give a correct
statement about level lowering. From the main result of [14], we then
have to consider the case where ρm is reducible. In [13] the irreducibility
hypothesis for ρm was used to insure the free quotients of the various
cohomology groups to be concentrated in middle degree. To keep this
property we then make the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis : We now consider the case where

– ρm is reducible
– and the semi-simplification of its restriction to the decomposition
group at v, which we write

Àr
i“1 Spsi

pχv,iq without taking into
account the monodromy operator, verifies the following property
where Spsi

pχviq “ χv,ip
1´si
2

q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨χv,ip
si´1
2

q as before:

‚ the χv,ip
1´si`2ti

2
q for i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , r and 0 ď ti ď si ´ 1, are

pairwise distinct, i.e. χv,ip
1´si`2ti

2
q is not isomorphic to any of

the χv,jp
1´sj`2tj

2
q whatever are ti and tj verifying the previous
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inequality. Taking i “ j, we obtain in particular that, for all
i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , r, the order of qv modulo l is strictly greater than
si.

‚ Finally we impose that there exists i ‰ j with si ‰ sj.

Recall that if rm Ă m appears in the cohomology of our KHT Shimura
variety such that ρ

rm is reducible then T
rm,v is a rectangle. It is in particular

excluded from the previous hypothesis, i.e. for every rm Ă m then ρ
rm is

irreducible. In particular the free quotients of the cohomology localized
at m are still concentrated in middle degree but there might be non trivial
torsion classes. Note also that the modulo l reduction of ρ

rm depends on
rm but also of the chosen stable lattice inside it.
As now KHT-typicness is no more verified, we consider, for a partition

d of d, a GalF,S-equivariant filtration of the free quotient HpIv, d˚
qm,free

of HpIv, d˚
qm, so that each graded part is a stable lattice of some ρ

rm with

π
Id˚ pOvq

rm,v ‰ p0q. The modulo l reductions of each of these lattices, give
then partitions of d associated to the Jordan blocks of the monodromy
operator at v and we denote by dm,vpdq the minimal one.

Remark. Note that, a priori, dm,vpdq might depend on the choice of the

filtration of HpIv, d˚
qm,free.

6.1. Definition. — (cf. [13] §1.1 and definition 1.3.1)

For d a partition of d, we denote by dp1q the partition such that its Young
diagram is obtain from those of d by deleting its first column.
We then say that m is degraded relatively to d if dp1q

“ pd1 ě d2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ q

is not contained in dm,vpdq “ pt1 ě t2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ q i.e. there exists i ě 1 such

that di ě ti.

6.2. Proposition. — Let d minimal such that HpIv, d˚
qm,free ‰ p0q and

suppose that m is degraded relatively to d, then for every w P SplpIqztvu,
there exists rm Ă m with non zero invariant vectors upon Ipwq defined as
follows:

– outside v and w it coincides with Iv,w;
– at w it is of parahoric type for a partition pt, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q for some
t ď d;

– at v, Ipwqv “ Ivpe˚q with e ă d.
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Proof. — By hypothesis dm,vpdq is strictly smaller than d. We first want

to prove that in the spectral sequence which degenerates in E1 over Ql,

Ep,q
1,m “ Hp`q

pShIvId˚ pOvq,s̄v , grr
´p

pΨv,ξqqm ñ Hp`q
pShIvId˚ pOvq,s̄v ,Ψv,ξqm,

some of the Ep,q
1,m for p ` q P t0, 1u are not torsion free. We argue by

contradiction. From lemma 3.9, there is then no nontrivial torsion classes
in the initial terms of the spectral sequence. We follows the proof of
theorem 5.5. First the conclusion of lemma 5.7 is still true. Indeed

– consider a GalF,S-equivariant filtration Fil‚ of HpIv, d˚
qm,free such

that the graded parts grk are free and irreducible after inverting l.
– Modulo l we then obtain a filtration with graded parts grk isomor-
phic to Γ{lΓ where Γ is some stable lattice of some ρ

rm: we then
denote by dpkq the associated partition given by the monodromy
operator.

– Let k be minimal such that in the labelled Young diagram of dpkq,
there exists qvλ̄ and λ̄ which are not in the same line: by hypothesis
such a k exists.

– Let denote by Vkpλ̄q the eigenspace of Frobv acting on Filk for

the eigenvalue λ̄. Note then that the dimension of N
coho

m,v Vkpqvλ̄q

is strictly less than dimVkpλ̄q and this inequality remains true for
every k1 ě k.

– The conclusion is then similar to those in the proof of 5.7.

If there were no torsion, then following the proof in the previous section,
by minimality of d, we would obtain rm Ă m such that d “ d

rm,v would be

equal to dm,vpdq which is not the case as m is supposed to be degraded

relatively to d.
So we know that at least one of the Ep,q

1,m for p ` q P t0, 1u, has non
trivial torsion classes. We now take up the arguments of [13] §3.3:

– There should exists h0 such that the cokernel of (3.12) has non trivial
torsion. In particular, cf. [5], there should exists an automorphic
representation Π, irreducible, ξ-cohomological with

Πv » Stt0`1pχv,0q ˆ Stt1pχv,1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Sttrpχv,rq,

where χv,i are characters of F
ˆ
v and t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tr are integers we do not

want to precise at this point;
– to have non trivial torsion in level IvIvpd˚

q, Πv should have non
trivial invariant vectors under Iv and the partition associated to
pt0, 1, t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , trq should be less than d.
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– From lemma 3.9, then H1´t0pShIvIvpe˚q,s̄v ,
pj“1

!˚ HT pχv, χvqqm has non

trivial torsion subspace where e˚ is the dual of p

t0`1
hkkkikkkj

1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1, t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , trq.

– If t0 ě 2 then as p

t0`1
hkkkikkkj

1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1, t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , trq ă pt0, 1, t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , trq ď d. We
then consider the spectral sequence (2.13) in level IvIvpe˚q so that
the initial terms are all torsion, some of then being non zero. The
proof of proposition 3.1 then gives us that Ei

8 are then torsion and
non zero for some i.

We now have to deal with the case where t0 “ 1 and e “ d. As
in the proof of [13] lemma 3.3.3, we then consider coFil1! pΨv,ξq :“

Ψv,ξ{Fil
1
! pΨv,ξq and its Zl-exhaustive filtration where now Pp1, χvq does

not appear anymore so that the spectral sequence associated to this
filtration degenerates as before in E1 with torsion free initial terms. In
particular as in the proof of corollary 4.2, the dimensions em,vprq (resp.

em,vprq) of N r
m,v bZl

Ql (resp. pN
coho

m,v qr) for r ě 2 coincide while for r “ 1
we have em,vp1q “ em,vp1q ` δ for some 0 ď δ ď em,vp2q ´ em,vp1q.

The labelled Young’s diagrams ofN
coho

m,v are then obtained from those of
d allowing to untie its first column. We then argue as before to conclude
that dp1q has to be contained in every labelled Young’s diagram of the
modulo l reduction, relatively to lattices given by the cohomology, of
ρ

Ąm,v and so in particular dp1q is contained in dm,vpdq telling that m is not

degraded.
Finally, we deduce that there exists some non trivial torsion classes

in some of the H ipShIvIvpd1q,η̄v , Vξ,Zl
qm. From the main result of [11], up

to increase the level at some extra place w P SplpIqztvu where the level
become parahoric for pt, 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q for some t ď d, we can lift m with level
Ivpe˚q at v.

7. Automorphic congruences

As in [8], we can use the freeness of the cohomology groups of the
Harris-Taylor perverse sheaves, to produce automorphic congruences.
Consider then m verifying the hypothesis of proposition 3.1 so that the
H ipShI,s̄v ,

pj“h
!˚ HTξpχv, hqqm are free and concentrated in degree i “ 0
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with

H0
pShI,s̄v ,

pj“h
!˚ HTξpχv, hqqm bZl

Fl »

H0
pShI,s̄v ,

pj“h
!˚ HTξ,Fl

prlpχvq, hqqm

» H0
pShI,s̄v ,

pj“h
!˚ HTξpχ

1
v, hqqm bZl

Fl, (7.1)

whatever is χ1
v such that the modulo l reduction rlpχ

1
vq of χ1

v is isomorphic
to those of χv. Recall then from [5], the description of the Ql-cohomology
groups of pj“h

!˚ HTξpχv, hq localized at m.

7.2. Proposition. — (cf. [5] §3.6 withp5q s “ 1)
For χv an unitary character of Fˆ

v , then, for 1 ď h ď d, as a
TS

mrGLdpFvqs-module, we have

lim
Ñ

Iv

H0
pShIvIv ,s̄v ,

pj“h
!˚ HTξ,Ql

pχv, hqqm »
à

ΠPApI,ξ,h,χv ,mq

mpΠqpΠ8,v
q
Iv

b Πv,

where

– ApI, h, χv,mq is the set of irreducible ξ-cohomological automorphic
representations Π of GpAq with non zero invariants under Iv with
modulo l Satake’s parameters prescribed by m,

– such that Πv is of the following shape

Πv » Sthpχvq ˆ Ψv

where Ψv is a representation of GLd´hpFvq,
– and mpΠq is the multiplicity of Π in the space of automorphic forms.

Remark. We write the local component Πv of Π P ApI, ξ, h, χv,mq as

Πv » Stt1pχv,1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Sttrpχv,rq ˆ Ψ1
v,

where

– the χv,i are inertially equivalent characters,
– Ψ1

v is an irreducible representation of GLd´
řr

i“1 ti
pFvq whose cusp-

idal support, made of character by hypothesis, does not contain a
character inertially equivalent to χv,1.

p5qAs ρm is supposed to be irreducible, the integer s of [5] §3.6 is necessary equal to
1.
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Then Π contributes k times in the isomorphism of the previous proposi-
tion, where k “ 7t1 ď i ď r such that ti “ hu.

We are now in the same situation as in [8] where we prove that the
conjecture 5.4.3 implies the conjecture 5.2.1 and the translation in terms
of automorphic congruences explained at the end of §5.2 The situation
here is much more simple as s “ 1.

7.3. Corollary. — Let Π be an irreducible automorphic representation
of GpAq which is ξ-comological of level K and such that

– its modulo l Satake’s parameters are given by m,
– and its local component Πv at v is isomorphic to Πv » SthpχvqˆΨv,
where χv is a characters and Ψv is an irreducible representation of
GLd´hpFvq.

Consider then any character χ1
v of F

ˆ
v which is congruent to χv modulo l.

Then there exists an irreducible automorphic representation Π1 of GpAq

which is ξ-cohomological of the same level K and such that

– its modulo l Satake’s parameters are given by m,
– its local component at v is of the following shape

Π1
v » Sthpχ1

vq ˆ Ψ1
v.
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